
Directions for Making Covid Memorial Flags  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you would like to make your own flags using the same format and dimensions as those 
presented at the Ashland Zen Center, here are the instructions. 
The flags are hung along a string, with a bell in the center and 5 flags on each side of the bell. 
 
What you’ll need:  
 

● Two 30” x 7” strips of white cotton fabric (sheeting or shirt weight)  
● 72” length of sturdy string  
● 1 brass bell 
● Marking pens, black, red and blue 
● Names of the people you will commemorate 
● Needle, white thread, scissors for cutting cloth. 

 
Directions: 

● Measure and cut 10 pieces of material 6” w x 7” h using sharp scissors. 
● For each flag, create a channel to contain the string by folding material down from top 

and stitching it in place with a needle and thread.  Fold the material down 1 inch to 
create a channel for the string. Make the channel wide enough to make passage of the 
string easy.  

● Use the format below to create the memorial.  The names are in one inch letters, in 
color.  This is followed by age, place, and something this person is remembered for in ¼ 
to ½ ” black letters. 



 
 

 
● An  Internet search will usually find obituaries which may have personal details that 

might touch you and others. 
● When you finish the flags, tie the bell to the very center of the string.  
● A paper clip, large safety pin, or a strip of sturdy tape on the end of the string can help 

you thread it through the channel of each flag, 5 flags per side of the bell.  
● Tie a loose knot in each end of the cord to prevent individual  pieces from slipping off. 

 
If you are using the graphic version of the instructions, you’ll see that there are additional steps 
included for laying the flags individually on a home altar, and then incensing each completed 
string as you finish it.   
 
When your groups of 10 flags are finished, we hope you can display them in your home, or at 
your office, place of worship or other site to honor each life lost to this disease. 
 
If you are making the flags to include in the memorial at Ashland Zen Center,  please fold them 
neatly, bag them, and take to the front porch of the Ashland Zen Center, leaving your name on 
the bag; or mail them to the address below if you live out of town. 
 

Thank you for joining us in the memorial! 
 

To contact us:   CovidFlags@ashlandzencenter.org 
 

Ashland Zen Center 
740 Tolman Creek Rd, Ashland, OR 97520  

www.AshlandZenCenter.org   
  

If you have any questions about how to make the flags, call Jonathan Pope at 503 428 6642 or 
Sidney Brinn at  510 717 2129.     
 
 
	


